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ABSTRACT: This paper presents circuit design of a low-power delay buffer. The proposed delay buffers are 
accessed sequentially, and it operates as a ring-counter addressing strategy. A novel gated-clock-driver tree is then 
applied to further reduce the activity along the clock distribution network.  Double-edge-triggered (DET) flip-flops 
and the C-element gated-clock strategy is implemented in the delay buffer in order to reduce number of clock cycles 
and the dynamic power consumption. However an asynchronous data sampling is introduced at the output side by 
incorporating clock gating with DETFFs to further reduce dynamic power consumption, it causes data 
miscommunication error between clock edges.  By implementing G-DETFF technique in the gated driver tree the 
asynchronous data sampling has been removed and the parameters such as power and area are evaluated. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 
 Portable multimedia and communication devices have experienced explosive growth recently. longer 

battery life is one of the crucial factors in the widespread success of these products. as such, low-power circuit 
design for multimedia and wireless communication applications has become very important. in many such products, 
delay buffer make up a significant portion of their circuits. For a sequential system, the power spent on the clock-
tree or the timing components is a major source of all the power consumption. The clock system, which consists of 
the clock distribution network and timing elements is one of the most power consuming components in a VLSI 
system. It consumes for 30% to 60% of the total power dissipation in a system. As a result, reducing the power 
consumed by flip-flops will have a deep impact on the total power consumed. In modern integrated circuits(ICs) the 
power consumed by two ways.  

One effective and efficient approach is Double edge triggered flip flop (DETFF). Dual edge clock 
triggering requires Dual Edge- Triggered Storage Elements (DETSE), capable of capturing data on both rising and 
falling edge of the clock[4]. Main advantage of DETSE is their operation at half the frequency of the conventional 
single-edge clocking, while obtaining the same data throughput. 

In addition to gating the clock signal going to the DET flip-flops[2] in the ring counter, and also proposed 
to gate the drivers in the clock tree. The technique will extremely decrease the loading on distribution network of the 
clock signal for the ring counter and thus the overall power consumption. The same technique is applied to the input 
driver and output driver of the memory part in the delay buffer. The rest of the paper organizes as follows: Section II 
describes the general concept of asynchronous data sampling and the next section explains the delay buffer with 
gated ring counter and driver tree concepts. The third Section describes the simulation results and finally Section IV 
then concludes this paper. 
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II. ASYNCHRONOUS DATA SAMPLING 

 
The clock gated system has the terminology as global clock CLK ; the (internal) gated clock signal C;, 

clock-gating control signal CG; , input data D; and , output data Q. the internal clock controls the gated circuits. The 
internal clock is separated from the global clock. If the internal clock is not synchronize with the global clock when 
the gating signal is in non-active state, then the internal clock need to switch immediately to match the global clock. 
This switching is extra and not synchronized with the external clock, which creates an asynchronous data sampling, 
which is cleared by the output changes between two clock edges. 

 

 
 

Fig.1 Basic Block Diagram Of Clock Gated DETFF 
 

Each clock-gating transition has the potential to create the asynchronous sampling issue. The specific 
conditions deals with the creation of asynchronous data sampling with clock gated double edge triggered flip flop is 
given below. 

Conditions for asynchronous 
data sampling 

D changes when CLK#C 
 

D changes when CLK=0(before rising edge) 
 

 
Table.1 Conditions For Asynchronous Data Sampling 

III. DELAY BUFFER 
 

 
SRAM-based delay buffers are more popular in long delay buffers because of the compact SRAM cell size and 

small total area. Also, the power consumption is much less than shift registers because only two words are accessed 
in each clock cycle: one for write-in and the other for read-out. A binary counter can be used for address generation 
since the memory words are accessed sequentially. In the proposed delay buffer, several power reduction techniques 
are adopted. Mainly, these circuit techniques are designed with a view to decreasing the loading on high fan-out 
nets, e.g., clock and read/write ports. 
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A. GATED-CLOCK RING COUNTER 

 

 
 

Fig.2 Ring Counter With Clock Gated By C-Elements 
 

C-element and to use tree-structured clock drivers with gating so as to greatly reduce the loading on active 
clock drivers. Additionally, DET flip-flops are used to reduce the clock rate to half and thus also reduce the power 
consumption on the clock signal. 

 
B. GATED-DRIVER TREE 
 

Driving the input signal all the way to all memory cells seems to be a waste of power. The same can be said 
for the read circuitry of the output port. In light of the previous gated-clock tree technique, we shall apply the same 
idea to the input driving/output sensing circuitry in the memory module of the delay buffer. 
 

 
 

Fig .3 Tree-Structured Clock Drivers With Gating 
 

The memory words are also grouped into blocks. Each  memory block associates with one DET flip-flop 
block in the proposed ring counter and one DET flip-flop output addresses a corresponding memory word for read-
out and at the same time addresses the word that was read one-clock earlier for write-in. 
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C. TECHNIQUE USED TO AVOID SAMPLING PROBLEM 
 

This section describes how the sampling problem addressed and removed. generally Sampling problem 
shares the same root cause, namely the discontinuity between the global and internal clock. If the internal clock 
differs from the global clock when clock gating is discontinued, then the internal clock event is transmitted 
immediately. 
 The CLK is controlled by the comparison D of Q and . If  D has changed since the last clock transition 
and is different from Q , then CLK will pass to the second comparator to compare with the C . This CLK & C 
comparator controls the switch T2 between C the and CLK. This second comparator prevents the asynchronous 
sampling occurs in this implementation. Asynchronous sampling occurs when D changes at the moment that CLK 
differs from. 
 However, with the second CLK &C comparator in Figure 4 , the switch T2 will stay OFF when 
CLK≠C , and C will synchronize with CLK. In the next half cycle where    CLK = C , the switch T2 turns ON, but 
since they are equal, the flip-flop will not be triggered until C changes, which follows CLK when T2 is ON. The 
delay element in the proposed clock gating circuit-1 is created a ∆푇, the time difference between the CLK edge and 
comparator output signal, which allows C to change and then trigger the flipflop. 
 
 

 
 

Fig.4 Proposed Clock Gating Circuit 
 

IV. SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

 
Fig.5 Simulation Result Of Gated-clock Ring Counter 

 
The simulation result describes gated clock ring counter without sampling problem by implementing the 

gated double edge triggered flipflop. Here the c-element activate the counter for every clock pulse. 
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Fig.6 Simulation Result Of Clock Driver Tree 
 

The above shown simulation results describes the gated driver tree without sampling problem. It was 
designed with multiple ring counter forming as a tree structure. The output of the first block (which contains the ring 
counter with four flipflops) is given to the second block same as the previous. 
 

 
 

Fig .7 Power Summery Of Clock Ring Counter 

 The simulation result of gated clock ring counter with removal of  asynchronous behavior of the 
internal clock signal, clock gating technique which is used to avoid asynchronous behavior of the Internal Clock 
Signal by the condition of CLK ≠C.CLK is controlled by the comparison of D and Q  If D has changed since the 
last clock transition and is different from Q, then CLK will pass to the second comparator to compare with the C . 
This CLK&C comparator controls the switch T2 between the C and CLK. The above figure shows the power 
consumption is about 25mw. The simulation result shows the power consumption about 24mw which is consumed 
by the clock driver tree. 
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Fig .8 Power Summery Of Gated Clock Tree 

 
Design Power 

Consumption(mw) 
Area(gate count) 

Gated clock ring 
counter 

25 
 

120 

Gated driver tree   
24 

748 

 
Table 2.Power Consumption And Gate 

 
The table.2 describes the power consumption and gate count(area) occupied by the gated clock ring counter 

as 25 mw and 120 gates and the gated driver tree as 24mw and 748 gates without asynchronous data sampling. 
 

V.CONCULSION 
 

The low power delay buffer circuit has been proposed and designed, based on the dual edge triggered 
structure. And also the gated driver tree designed by using the delay buffer which is adopted by ring counter 
strategy. To reduce the dynamic power consumption, a number of low-power techniques such as clock gated (c-
element)is implemented at the system level. DETFF achieves substantial power reduction by incorporating dual 
edge triggering and clock gating. However, when applying clock gating into a DETFF, a data transition error may 
appear at the output between clock edges due to asynchronous data sampling in the gated clock ring counter. All 
gating signals are easily generated by a C-element taking inputs from some DET flip-flop outputs of the ring 
counter. The special gating technique is proposed for sampling problem and results are discussed with consumed 
power and area. 
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